A method is suggested to obtain solutions of the various quantum optical Hamiltonians in the framework of the asymptotic iteration method. We extend the notion of asymptotic iteration method to solve the 2 × 2 matrix Hamiltonians. On a particular case, eigenvalues of the Rabi and Rashba Hamiltonians are computed. The method presented here reproduces a number of earlier results in a natural way as well as leads to a novel findings. Possible generalizations of the method are also suggested.
Introduction
The solutions of the quantum optical Hamiltonians are an important theme in the existing literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . There has been a great deal of interest in quantum optical models which reveal new physical phenomena described by the 2 × 2 matrix Hamiltonians. These Hamiltonians appear at the different fields of the physics [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . It is well known that the interaction of a two-level systems with a radiation field has a long varied history and these problems are often modelled by using 2×2 matrix Hamiltonians. As an example a physical system which describes the optical and electrical properties of confined electrons in semiconductor quantum wells, quantum dots and quantum wires depends on the Rashba spin orbit coupling and its equation is given by 2×2 matrix Hamiltonian. The Rashba splitting has been observed in many experiments and it constitutes the basis of the proposed electronic nano structures [12] . Due to the practical and technological importance of these models, it is not surprising that various aspects have been studied both analytically and numerically. Such systems have often been analyzed by using numerical methods because the implementation of the analytical techniques does not yield simple analytical expressions. Remarkably, exact solutions have not been thus far presented except for special cases even though it has been suggested that the problem may be solved exactly and their analytical treatments require tedious calculations [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] .
In recent years much attention has been focused on asymptotic iteration method (AIM) [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . This method reproduces exact solutions to many exactly solvable differential equations and these equations can be related to the Schrödinger equation. It also gives accurate results for the non solvable Schrödinger equation including sextic oscillator, cubic oscillator, deformed Coulomb potential etc., which are important in applications to many problems in physics. Encouraged by its satisfactory performance through comparisons with the other methods, we feel tempted to develop AIM to solve matrix differential equations. In contrast to the solution of the Schrödinger equation by using AIM including Coulomb, Morse, harmonic oscillator, etc. type potentials, the study of the quantum optical Hamiltonians has not attracted much attention in the literature. Such Hamiltonians have been found to be useful in the study of electronic properties of semiconductors, quantum dots and quantum wells.
The aim of this paper is to develop AIM for solving 2× 2 matrix Hamiltonians and discuss their applications. Results of our procedure include the solutions of the Rabi [11] and Rashba [6] Hamiltonians. We provide a first step toward the extension of the technique to the solution of the various matrix Hamiltonians, whose spectrum can not be obtained exactly.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we develop the AIM to obtain eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the wide range of the matrix Hamiltonians. Section 3 is devoted to solve the Rabi Hamiltonian in the framework of the AIM. In section 4 we present the solution of the Rashba Hamiltonian. In section 3 and 4 we also discuss the bosonisation of the physical Hamiltonians whose original forms are given as differential operators. We also present a procedure to transform the bosons in to Bargman-Fock space which is necessary to obtain first-order matrix differential Hamiltonians. The paper ends with a brief conclusion.
Formalism of the asymptotic iteration method for matrix Hamiltonians
The AIM is proposed to solve the second-order differential equations and the details can be found in [22] . In this section we systematically extend the method for the 2 × 2 first-order matrix differential equations. We begin by rewriting a first-order differential equation in the following matrix form:
where
T , two-component column vector u 0 is 2 × 2 matrix function and I is 2 × 2 unit matrix. Note that φ is the function of x and φ ′ is the first derivative with respect to x. Now, in order to obtain a general solution to this equation in the framework of the AIM we use the similar arguments given in [22] . More explicitly, the differential equation (1) can be written as the two coupled equations φ
where a 0 , b 0 , c 0 and d 0 are elements of the matrix u 0 . It is easy to show that n th derivative of the φ 1 and φ 2 can be expressed as
In order to discuss the asymptotic properties of (1), it is necessary to determine the coefficients a n , b n , c n and d n . After some straightforward calculation one can obtain the following relations: a n = a 0 a n−1 + a
Our task is now to introduce the asymptotic aspect of the method. For this purpose n th and (n + 1) th derivative of the φ 1 and φ 2 can be written as
The coefficients a 0 , b 0 , d 0 and c 0 include the coupling constants. Therefore, for sufficiently large n we can suggest the following asymptotic constraints:
In this formalism the relations given in (6) imply that the wave function φ 1 and φ 2 are truncated for sufficiently large n and the roots of the relations (6) belong to the spectrum of the matrix Hamiltonian. Therefore one can easily compute the eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian by solving (6) for the energy term when
Under the asymptotic condition given in (6), one can find the wave functions φ 1 and φ 2 . When we take
by using (5) under the constraints given in (6), we obtain:
Substituting the expression of a n (and c n ) given in (4) into (7) and then replacing the φ
2 ) in the first expression of (5), respectively, one gets the following expressions;
(8) An immediate practical consequence of these results is that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the various quantum optical Hamiltonians can easily be determined. We mention here that there exist numerous physical Hamiltonians which can be written in the form of the first-order matrix differential equation or can be transformed in the form of the first-order matrix differential equation. For example, the Dirac equation [25] is a first-order matrix differential equation while most of the Hamiltonians of the quantum optical systems can be written as first-order matrix differential equation in the Bargman-Fock space. Now we can determine the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 2 × 2 matrix Hamiltonians. In the following sections, it will be shown that this asymptotic approach opens the way to treatment of a large class of matrix Hamiltonians of practical interest.
Solution of the Rabi Hamiltonian by using AIM
In this section we take a new look at the solution of Rabi Hamiltonian through the AIM. The Rabi Hamiltonian is a successful model of the interaction between matter and electromagnetic radiation. The Hamiltonian describes interacting a dipole interaction with a single mode of radiation in a two-level system. This Hamiltonian can be solved exactly within the framework of rotating wave approximation and its quasi-exact or isolated exact solutions can be obtained for some specific cases. Let us consider the Rabi Hamiltonian for a two-level atom [11] :
where ω 0 is the atomic level splitting, ω is the frequency of the oscillation and κ is the coupling strength of the atom to the field and, σ 0 , σ + , σ − are
Pauli-related matrices. Eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (6) can be obtained from the eigenvalue equation Hφ = Eφ where φ is a two component wave function.
In general, it is difficult to determine the asymptotic aspects of the (9) in the present form. Therefore it is worth to transform (9) to an appropriate form. One way to transform a Hamiltonian in the form of the first-order matrix differential equation is to construct its bosonic representation. We are interested in the two-level system in one and two-dimensional geometry, whose Hamiltonians are given in terms of bosons-fermions or matrix-differential equations. Therefore, it is worth to express a suitable differential realizations of the bosons. Consider the following boson realizations
They satisfy the usual commutation relation
In terms of the boson operators, the Hamiltonian (9) can be written as
It is interesting that this type Hamiltonian gives good results when it is solved by using the AIM in the Bargman-Fock space. In order to transform the Hamiltonian to the Bargman-Fock space, we introduce the following transformation operator:
The action of the operator on the bosons is given by
For the values α 1 = π/4 boson operators take the form
The final form of the Hamiltonian (13) with the realization (16) can be expressed as
It is obvious that the Hamiltonian (17) can easily be written as the two coupled first-order differential equation
For the sake of simplicity let us takeh = ω = m = 1 at that point, then the coefficients of the coupled differential equations are given by
Using a simple MATHEMATICA program one can compute a n , b n , c n and d n by the relations given in (4). On the other hand, for each iteration, the quantization condition δ 1 (x) = b n−1 (x)a n (x) − a n−1 (x)b n (x) (and δ 2 (x) = d n−1 (x)c n (x) − c n−1 (x)d n (x)) depends on some variables namely E n , κ, ω 0 and x. It is noticed that the iterations should be terminated by imposing the condition δ i (x) = 0, i = 1, 2 as an approximation to Eq. (6) to obtain the eigenenergies. The calculated eigenenergies E n by means of this condition should, however, be independent of the choice of x. The choice of x is observed to be critical only to the speed of the convergence of the eigenenergies, as well as for the stability of the process. In our study it has been observed that the optimal choice for x is the extremum point of the potential that is when x = 0. Therefore, we set x = 0 at the end of the iterations. Then, the roots of the iteration produce eigenenergies for the Rabi Hamiltonian. The results are reported in Table 1 .
We can also obtain eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian (9) by using the relation (8) 
The solution of this system describes a quantum mechanical state of H provided that φ belongs to the Bargman-Fock space. It is noticed that when κ or ω 0 is zero then the Hamiltonian (9) can be solved exactly. We have observed that for n = 5, accurate eigenvalues can be obtained after 15 iteration. As a consequence we have demonstrated that the solution of the Rabi Hamiltonian can be treated within the AIM. Our approach is relatively simple and gives accurate result.
Solution of the Rashba Hamiltonian by using AIM
The origin of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling in quantum dots is due to the lack of inversion symmetry which causes a local electric field perpendicular to the plane of heterostructure. The Hamiltonian representing the Rashba spin orbit coupling for an electron in a quantum dot can be expressed as [6] 
where λ R represents the strength of the spin orbit coupling, and it can be adjusted by changing the asymmetry of the quantum well via external electric field and the matrices σ x , and σ y are Pauli matrices. Now we assume that the electron is confined in a parabolic potential
here m * is the effective mass of the electron and ω 0 is the confining potential frequency. The Hamiltonian describing an electron in two-dimensional quantum dot takes the form
The term 1 2 gµBσ 0 introduces the Zeeman splitting between the (+)x−polarized spin up and (−)x−polarized spin down. The factors g is the gyromagnetic ratio and µ is the Bohr magneton. The kinetic momentum P = p + eA is expressed with canonical momentum p = −ih(∂ x , ∂ y , 0) and the vector potential A can be related with the magnetic field B = ∇×A. The choice of symmetric gauge vector potential A = B/2(−y, x, 0), leads to the following Hamiltonian
where ω c = eB/m * stands for the cyclotron frequency of the electron, ω =
is the effective frequency. From now on we restrict ourselves to the solution of (24).
Bosonisation of the Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian (24) can not be solved within the framework of the AIM in the present form. Our task is now to demonstrate that the Hamiltonian (24) can be expressed as two coupled first-order differential equation in the BargmanFock space. One way to express the Hamiltonian H with boson operators is to introduce an appropriate differential realization for bosons. It can easily be bosonised when the boson operators are realized as
They satisfy the usual commutation relations. Insertion of (25) into (24) yields the following Hamiltonian:
Now we turn our attention to the transformation of the Hamiltonian in the form of the first-order one variable matrix differential equation. A simple connection between the Hilbert space and the Bargman-Fock space can be obtained by transforming the differential realizations of the creation and annihilation operators (25) . This can be done by introducing the following similarity transformation operators
The operators act on the bosons as follows:
These transformations play a key role to construct one variable first-order matrix differential equation form of (26) .The similar transformation and the change of the variable y → iy gives the following realizations
It is obvious that the Hamiltonian (26) can be put in the form of the firstorder matrix differential with the realization of bosons (29), but it consists of two variables x and y. In order to separate the variables consider the following conserved quantity of the Hamiltonian (26):
If K and H commute, the eigenfunction of K is also eigenfunction of the H. Therefore it is worth to obtain eigenfunction of K. When we solve the following eigenvalue equation
in the Bargman-Fock space we obtain the following expression:
where |↑ stands for up state and |↓ stands for down state. The eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian can be obtained from the relation
Substitution of (32) into the Hamiltonian (26) by using the realization of bosons in (29) leads to the following set of one variable coupled differential equations
where z = xy and E is the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H and φ 1 (z) and φ 2 (z) correspond up and down eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H, respectively. Following the analysis of [8] which was constructed to obtain the solution of the Rashba Hamiltonian, one can obtain the quasi-exact solution of the differential equations. Here we present solution of the problem in the framework of the AIM.
Solution of the Rashba Hamiltonian
In the previous section we have formulated the Rashba Hamiltonian based on the two boson operators and we have discussed its transformation to the one variable differential equation. In this section we present the AIM which leads to solution of the Hamiltonian (26) . For the sake of simplicity let us takeh = m * = ω 0 = 1, then the last expression given above can easily be written as the two coupled differential equation
As in the previous section, one can compute a n , b n , c n and d n using the relations given in (4) by a simple MATHEMATICA program. When z = 0, the eigenvalues are produced by the roots of the quantization condition. The computed results of the iteration are reported in Table 2 .
As it is seen that the energy eigenvalue equation is easily obtained by using AIM. This is the advantage of the AIM that gives the eigenvalues directly by transforming the quantum optical Hamiltonians in the form of the 2 × 2 matrix differential equation form. In a similar manner as in the previous section one can also obtain eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian (34) and (35) by using the relation (8).
Conclusion
We study the AIM to solve the problem of an electron in a quantum dot in the presence of both magnetic field and spin-orbit coupling. Our formulation gives an accurate result for the eigenvalues of Rabi and Rashba Hamiltonians. The suggested approach can easily be modified to solve some other quantum optical problems.
Furthermore we have presented a transformation procedure that offers several advantageous, especially if one wishes to describe the eigenvalues of the bosonic Hamiltonians by using AIM. It is obvious that the technique presented here have been used in a variety of problems to compute their spectrums. We have presented the steps towards an extension of the AIM.
The technique given in this article can be extended in several ways. The Hamiltonian of a quantum dot including position dependent effective mass may be formulated and solved within the procedure given here. We hope that our method leads to interesting results on the spin-orbit effects in quantum dots in future research. Success of our analysis leads to the solution of the wide range of physical systems.
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